
ONE TRUE VOICE ~ VOCAL VILLAGE presents 

WHERE PASSION MEETS SUCCESS 
YOUR VOICE - YOUR CHOICE - LIVE ON PURPOSE 

A Musical Odyssey &  Empowerment Workshop For College Students 

“The world is changing. Markets have crashed. Jobs have disappeared.  Industries have been disrupted and are 

being remade before our eyes. Everything we aspired to for “security,” everything we thought was “safe,” no longer 

is:  College.  Employment.  Retirement.  Government.  It’s all crumbling down. …No longer is someone coming to 

hire you, to invest in your company, to sign you, to pick you.  It’s on you to make the most important decision in your 

life.  Choose Yourself.” - NY Times Bestseller, James Altucher [http://chooseyourself.us] 

In a culture that seeks security over self-actualization, One True Voice empowers young adults 

to pursue fulfilling and valuable lives by choosing a path based on what matters to them most.  

Amy McTear’s intelligent, practical, yet highly creative and holistic approach helps students : 

 • Identify what inspires and motivates them, and discover how their gifts and interests can merge 
to create authentic success (Discover their voice).  

 • Understand the importance and strengthen their capacity to confidently choose a path based on 
their unique interests and passions (Empower their choice).  

 • Feel excited to contribute, bring forth something of value to the world (Live on purpose). 

!
PROGRAM ELEMENTS BENEFITS RESULTS

An Interactive Multimedia 

Journey

stress relief, confidence, 

enthusiasm

Discover their Voice

Contemplative Journaling 

and Guided Meditations

self awareness, focus and 

perspective

Empower their Choice

Community Voice and 

Celebration

increased self-esteem, sense 

of belonging & purpose 

Live on Purpose

http://chooseyourself.us


‘Your Epic Note’ Musical Odyssey:   2 hours!

A multimedia, musical journey blending cultural and archetypal wisdom with tools, techniques and 
meditations for self-discovery.  Students leave feeling more focused, inspired and with a sense of 
purpose.  Followed by Q & A.  

The Extended Tour, ‘Beyond the Discord’:  Full Day Workshop 

The Odyssey, plus an additional three hour follow up 
workshop working closely with Amy to distinguish the 
true voice from conditioned voices and explore 
common stumbling blocks.  Students take away greater 
clarity of their particular path, as well as tools, 
meditations and daily exercises for tuning into their one 
true voice. 

Amy McTear is motivational speaker, mentor and 
musician who encourages people to live joyfully in tune 
with their true nature to create valuable, personally 
fulfilling lives.  Her signature programs have touched 
thousands over the years, weaving voice, music, 
mindfulness, visual inspiration, eclectic instrumentation 
and community song in a way that helps audiences 
disarm, bond, become more self-aware and motivated 
to improve their lives and contribute to a better world. 

 

“Amy is a masterful facilitator who creates an environment of relaxation and safety, 

inviting complete unmasking. Using sound, music, guided imagery, questioning and 

individual focus, she sets a perfect stage for openness and transformation.”             

      - George Jacobs 

“Amy is one of these amazing individuals who you meet maybe very few times in a life 
time…someone who is so authentic, and so true to herself, that she can’t help but 
inspire you to a higher place. She accomplishes this through her amazing insight and 
natural intuition, her large capacity for empathy and compassion, and her skillful use 
of sound, meditation, chanting, singing and deep reflection.”  

                - Andrea Soberman 

Contact Amy McTear for more details or to schedule: 914-388-0632, amymctear@yahoo.com, 
www.amymctear.com/colleges.

http://www.amymctear.com/colleges

